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Myonuclear transcriptional dynamics
in response to exercise following
satellite cell depletion
Yuan Wen,1,2,4 Davis A. Englund,1,2,4 Bailey D. Peck,1,2 Kevin A. Murach,1,2 John J. McCarthy,2,3
and Charlotte A. Peterson1,2,5,*
SUMMARY

Skeletal muscle is composed of post-mitotic myofibers that form a syncytium containing hundreds of myonuclei. Using a progressive exercise training model in the
mouse and single nucleus RNA-sequencing (snRNA-seq) for high-resolution
characterization of myonuclear transcription, we show myonuclear functional
specialization in muscle. After 4 weeks of exercise training, snRNA-seq reveals
that resident muscle stem cells, or satellite cells, are activated with acute exercise
but demonstrate limited lineage progression while contributing to muscle
adaptation. In the absence of satellite cells, a portion of nuclei demonstrates
divergent transcriptional dynamics associated with mixed-fate identities
compared with satellite cell replete muscles. These data provide a compendium
of information about how satellite cells influence myonuclear transcription in
response to exercise.
INTRODUCTION
Adult skeletal muscle cells are formed through the fusion of mononucleated precursor cells, forming a myofiber with hundreds of post-mitotic nuclei that share a common cytoplasm spanning several millimeters
(Charles et al., 2016). This distinctive cellular structure requires unique adaptive mechanisms such as the
involvement of satellite cell activation and myonuclear addition in response to exercise (Masschelein
et al., 2020). In addition, satellite cells may affect myonuclear transcription via fusion-independent mechanisms (Kirby et al., 2016; Murach et al., 2020).
Our laboratory developed a translatable model of exercise training (Dungan et al., 2019; Murach et al.,
2020) along with genetic models of fluorescent myonuclear labeling (Iwata et al., 2018) and satellite cell
depletion (McCarthy et al., 2011). Leveraging these tools in concert with single-nucleus RNA-sequencing
(snRNA-seq), we performed state-of-the-art computational analyses comparing thousands of individual
nuclear transcriptomes and present findings on how myonuclear transcription is influenced by satellite cells
in response to exercise. In our exercise model, myonuclear accretion occurs early during training with few
myonuclei added to myofibers beyond 4 weeks (Englund et al., 2020a). After 4 weeks of training, satellite
cell activation and transcriptional regulation is apparent within 24 h of an acute exercise bout, and in the
absence of satellite cells, transcriptional dynamics are dysregulated in a subset of the nuclear population.
These data provide insight into satellite cell-mediated transcriptional coordination among myonuclei
within the muscle fiber syncytium and help to explain attenuated adaptation associated with reduced satellite cell content (Englund et al., 2020a; Fry et al., 2014).
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RESULTS
Myonuclear transcription in sedentary muscle is coupled with myosin heavy chain gene
expression
Myonuclei of adult myofibers were specifically GFP labeled using our inducible mouse model (Iwata
et al., 2018). We purified labeled myonuclei from sedentary plantaris and soleus muscles via fluorescent
activated cell sorting (Figueiredo et al., 2021; Von Walden et al., 2020) and performed snRNA-seq to
detect 19,366 expressed genes across 4,900 myonuclei that were grouped into 15 clusters (Figure 1A).
Myonuclear clusters segregated by myosin heavy chain (MyHC) gene expression, a determinant of fiber
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Figure 1. Myonuclei from sedentary mice demonstrate sub-specialized expression of genes key to metabolic
regulation
(A) Unbiased clustering and 2-dimensional uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) representation of
myonuclei labeled for myosin heavy chain (MyHC) gene expression in soleus and plantaris muscles. MTJ and NMJ
represent myo-tendinous junction and neuromuscular junction myonuclei, respectively.
(B) Expression of key genes in post-mitotic myonuclei and precursor cell nuclei including the transgenes for myonuclear
labeling. Parenthesis represent the MyHC isoform encoded by the Myh gene.
(C) Nuclei with non-muscle expression profiles compose less than 5% of all nuclei and myonuclei, whereas MyHC as
significant gene markers represent around 90% of all nuclei in the sample.
(D) Number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) when comparing sub-clusters of each type II MyHC-expressing
myonuclei with the main cluster (cluster - 1). Although there are four clusters of IIb+ myonuclei, pairwise comparisons of
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Figure 1. Continued
the IIb+ subpopulations (IIb-2, IIb-3, and IIb-4) against the main population (cluster IIb-1) reveals that the IIb-3 and
IIb-4 clusters may be artifacts due to few DEGs with no gene ontology (GO) enrichment.
(E) Top enriched GO terms for up-regulated DEGs (black bars in D) shows commonality among the secondary clusters to
specialize for components of the ribosome and mitochondria.
(F) Top enriched GO terms for DEGs that are down-regulated (white bars in D) in the secondary clusters.

type (Figure 1B). We achieved >95% enrichment of the myonuclei; however, small clusters of ‘‘unclassified’’ nuclei with marker genes representative of non-myonuclei were also identified, totaling 4.8% of the
sample (Figure 1C). Two small clusters of myonuclei expressed genes indicative of specialization for the
neuromuscular (NMJ) and myo-tendinous (MTJ) junctions (Figure 1A, Data S1). Owing to the diffuse distribution of the MTJ myonuclei, we performed a subset analysis and found four sub-clusters ranging from
32 to 69 nuclei (Data S1 Sheet 2). Although the NMJ and MTJ clusters expressed MyHC, they were
grouped as ‘‘Non-MyHC’’ in Figure 1C because they did not express a specific MyHC gene, unlike
most of the canonical myonuclei that expressed a single MyHC gene (Figures 1A–1C). A small proportion
(17.4%) of myonuclei expressed both Type IIa (Myh2) and IIx (Myh1) MyHCs. We identified a cluster of
myonuclei expressing only the type IIx MyHC gene, although most IIx+ myonuclei were also IIa+.
More than a third of the myonuclei in the sample were IIb+ (Myh4). Type I MyHC+ (Myh7) myonuclei
were separated from the type II MyHC+ myonuclear cloud at a distance comparable with that of non-myonuclei. We observed that very few (<1%) myonuclei expressed developmental MyHCs (Myh3 and Myh8),
suggesting minimal satellite cell fusion and/or myogenic developmental program re-activation in soleus
and plantaris muscles from sedentary mice.

A subset of myonuclei show a specialized metabolic gene expression profile
Types I and IIx myonuclei each formed a single cluster, whereas types IIa, IIa/IIx, and IIb myonuclei formed
multiple clusters (Figure 1A). For the latter, the main cluster having the most nuclei was designated as ‘‘-1’’
(i.e., IIa-1, IIa/IIx-1, and IIb-1). The genes defining main clusters I, IIa-1, and IIb-1 showed gene ontology
(GO) enrichment of moderate significance, whereas IIx and IIa/IIx-1 clusters showed no GO enrichment
(Table S1). Of note, we found four clusters of IIb+ myonuclei. Differential gene expression and GO analyses
of pairwise comparisons of the IIb+ subpopulations (IIb-2, IIb-3, and IIb-4) against the main population
(cluster IIb-1) revealed that the IIb-3 and IIb-4 clusters may be an artifact because there are almost no differentially expressed genes compared with the main IIb-1 cluster (Figure 1D) and no significant GO enrichment. In contrast, comparison between the main fiber type cluster and the respective secondary cluster
(IIa-2, IIb-2, and IIax-2) showed a higher abundance of genes that encoded for structural components of
the ribosome, rRNA binding, and the electron transport chain in the secondary clusters (Figure 1E,
Data S2). These clusters had lower expression of genes enriched for GO terms such as ubiquitination, transcription, and transcription coregulation (Figure 1F).

Integration of snRNA-seq datasets uncovers distinctions between sedentary and exercise
trained muscles
We performed snRNA-seq on soleus muscles from animals subjected to 4 weeks of progressive weighted
wheel running in the presence or absence of satellite cells (Englund et al., 2020a). We administered
vehicle (SC+) or tamoxifen (SC-) to 4-month-old Pax7CreER/+-R26R Diptheria Toxin A mice (designated
Pax7-DTA) to deplete satellite cells prior to exercise training (McCarthy et al., 2011). To analyze and
distinguish between the acute and lasting transcriptional responses to exercise training, we collected
muscles at 4 and 24 h after the last bout of exercise. We performed an integrated analysis of six
snRNA-seq datasets, representing two sedentary (a soleus sample made available through the Gene
Expression Omnibus and the combined soleus and plantaris sample described above), two exercisetrained SC+ soleus muscles, and two exercise-trained SC- soleus samples and identified 20 main clusters
(Figure 2A). As in the sedentary sample, canonical myonuclei appeared to broadly segregate according
to MyHC gene expression (Figure 2B). Furthermore, we identified a cluster of MyHC+ nuclei with ambiguous gene expression that we named cryptic myonuclei (expanded on below). Sub-clustering of the
cryptic MyHC+ myonuclear cluster revealed heterogeneous subpopulations expressing genes characteristic of FAPs, and type I and type II myonuclei (Figure 2A, inset). We also identified nuclear populations
from satellite cells, macrophages, T cells, FAPs, tenocytes, pericytes, Schwann cells, lymphatic and
vascular endothelial cells, and adipogenic cells according to classification by marker gene expression
(Data S1).
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Figure 2. Emergence of cryptic myonuclei in exercised soleus muscle in the absence of satellite cells
(A) Unbiased cluster and UMAP representation of integrated datasets of sedentary and exercised muscles with and without satellite cells. Clusters are
labeled based on significant gene markers. The clusters enclosed by the blue dotted line can be further subdivided into smaller nuclear clusters with differing
expression profiles (inset). SC, FAP, and MØ represent satellite cell, fibro-adipogenic precursor, macrophage, respectively.
(B) Expression of Myh genes with the matching protein isoform indicated in parentheses. Color bar represents log normalized expression.
(C–N)(C–H) Nuclear contribution from each individual dataset is plotted in color with the rest of the integrated datasets plotted in gray background to
highlight the presence or absence of clusters in A under each condition. This representation cannot differentiate two or more nuclei located at the same
UMAP coordinate; thus, multiple nuclei in the same location would appear as a single point. In order to highlight the abundance of nuclei at each UMAP
coordinate, I–N show the density estimates of nuclei for each condition, which indicates the level of nuclear overlap; dark red and white indicate the highest
and lowest nuclear densities/overlap, respectively.
(O–S) Partition-based graph abstraction trajectory inference using dynamic modeling of RNA velocities for the soleus muscles color coded to match the
clusters in A. Arrows indicate potential connections in pseudo time as determined by dynamical modeling of spliced and unspliced transcripts. All data are
plotted on the same UMAP projection. 4wk trained samples come from animals subjected to 4 weeks of daily voluntary weighted-wheel running. 4 and 24 h
post indicate the amount of time after the wheel was locked at the end of the last bout of running. SC+ and SC- represent satellite cell replete and depleted
muscle, respectively.

The nuclei from each dataset were separately plotted in Figures 2C–2H to visualize their respective contributions to the entire nuclear population. By comparing the sedentary datasets, the nuclei from the plantaris
muscle became readily apparent, which included a Type IIb cluster, as well as a portion of the main FAP
cluster (Figure 2D). The nuclear density heatmaps further confirmed the distinctive pattern of plantaris myonuclear expression (Figure 2J). The sedentary soleus unexpectedly included a small population of IIb+
myonuclei that was absent in exercise-trained muscles, indicative of a training-induced, glycolytic-tooxidative shift in fiber type distribution (Englund et al., 2020a).

In 4-week trained muscle, trajectory inference shows satellite cells influence myonuclear
identity within 24 h after acute exercise
Exercise typically promotes satellite cell activation and, consistent with this scenario, the satellite cell nuclei
at both 4 and 24 h after exercise were more transcriptionally active compared with the sedentary soleus
sample, indicating a shift from quiescence to cell cycle entry (Data S1). The most significant marker genes
in satellite cell nuclei of the exercised samples were ribosomal protein genes, whereas the most significant
marker genes in the sedentary satellite cell nuclei included satellite cell markers, Peg3 and Pax7 (Correra
et al., 2018; Seale et al., 2000). The number of nuclei in the satellite cell cluster increased from 4 to 24 h post
exercise (Figures 2E, 2F, 2K, and 2L), with both time points being higher than the sedentary soleus (Figures
2C and 2I), suggestive of rapid satellite cell expansion. Although the number of nuclei in the remnant satellite cell cluster of the SC- samples also increased modestly from 4 to 24 h post exercise (Figures 2G, 2H,
2M, and 2N), both time points were markedly lower than the sedentary soleus.
Recent advances in trajectory inference allows for prediction of cell fate and commitment, and we employed the partition-based graph abstraction (PAGA) method because of its cluster stability and reproducibility (Trapnell et al., 2014; Wolf et al., 2018, 2019). Incorporating dynamical modeling of RNA velocity
using unspliced and spliced transcript counts provide further insights into the transcriptional changes during single-cell lineage progression (Bergen et al., 2020; La Manno et al., 2018; Murach et al., 2021). PAGA
trajectory inference with RNA velocity dynamical modeling predicted satellite cell connection to the myonuclear clusters only at 24 h post exercise in the satellite cell replete exercised sample (arrows, Figures 2P
and 2Q); however, after 4 weeks of training, our prior work indicates that continued training up to 8 weeks
does not result in additional myonuclear accretion (Englund et al., 2020a). No trajectory connection from
the satellite cell cluster was present in either the sedentary sample (Figure 2O) or the remnants of the
satellite cell cluster in the SC- samples (Figures 2R and 2S). On the other hand, 24 h after the last bout
of exercise in the satellite cell deplete muscle, multiple cell types are connected to the cryptic myonuclear
cluster (Figure 2S).

In the absence of SCs, trajectory analysis predicts the emergence of cryptic myonuclei that
lose their canonical identity after acute exercise
The cryptic myonuclear cluster was expanded in the absence of satellite cells (Figures 2I–2N). The most significant marker genes for this cluster included genes linked to myogenic lineage progression such as
Lmod2, Abra, Fhl1, Klhl41, and Csrp3 (Cowling et al., 2008; Londhe and Davie, 2011; Moretti et al., 2016;
Ramirez-Martinez et al., 2017; Rashid et al., 2015), in addition to myonuclear genes including Myh1,
Myh2, Dmd, and Neb (Data S1). Correlation analysis indicated these cryptic myonuclei had expression
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patterns that were distinct from and negatively correlated to the canonical myonuclear clusters, highly positively correlated with the FAP clusters, and also slightly correlated with tenocyte, pericyte, and endothelial
clusters (Figure S1). This cluster is unlikely to represent aggregate nuclei because these nuclei do not have
more genes on average compared with canonical myonuclei (Figure S2A) and their transcriptional dynamics show differential kinetics, which would be expected from nuclei of different cell types (Figure S2B).
The transcriptional kinetics differ depending on the gene, which suggests a heterogeneous biological
response rather than a homogeneous effect, the latter being indicative of technical artifacts or contaminating RNA species. When satellite cells were ablated, the cluster density of cryptic myonuclei became
comparable with the main ‘‘canonical’’ myonuclear clusters at 24 h post exercise, concomitant with
increased FAP identity nuclei (Figures 2M and 2N). Trajectory inference suggested these cryptic myonuclei
were primarily related to the main FAP nuclei and types I and II myonuclei in the SC+ samples (Figure 2Q). In
the SC- sample at 24 h post exercise, multiple non-myonuclear clusters had predicted connections to this
cluster, including FAPs, tenocytes, type 1 pericytes, and even lymphatic endothelial cells (Figure 2S). Transcriptional signatures in SC- cryptic myonuclei resembling non-muscle cell types may reflect a dysregulation of resident myonuclei in the absence of satellite cells, leading to a loss of canonical myonuclear
identity. An alternative explanation is that loss of satellite cells may exacerbate the ectopic expression
of myonuclear genes in non-myonuclei, i.e., loss of fibrogenic and/or endothelial identity. To this point,
there is evidence for cardiac fibroblasts adopting a cardiogenic transcription program during development
and repair (Furtado et al., 2014), and a more recent study shows that endothelial cells in cardiac tissue can
express cardiac-specific genes (Yucel et al., 2020). Only two genes, Neat1 and Txnip, were significantly upregulated in SC- compared with the SC+ 24-h sample, whereas the most significantly downregulated
genes included muscle-specific genes such as Acta1, Slc38a2, Cox6a2, Csrp3, Tnnt1, Myl3, Myh7, and
Ckm (p < 0.01).

Following 4 weeks of training, exercise continues to activate satellite cells without
substantial fusion
We compared the expression pattern of genes important for myogenesis and lineage progression,
including Pax7, and three myogenic regulatory factors, Myf5, Myod1, and Myog (Figures 3A and 3B). We
found few Pax7+/Myf5+ nuclei in the sedentary and SC- soleus samples (Figure 3B). In the sedentary soleus,
the majority of the Pax7+ nuclei did not express Myf5, indicating a quiescent state. In the 4-week exercisetrained muscles, four hours after the last bout of exercise, there was a higher abundance of Myf5+ nuclei,
whereas by 24 h after exercise, both Pax7+/Myf5+ and Pax7+/Myf5- nuclei had a higher abundance (Figure 3C). There were more Myod1+ nuclei 4 h after exercise in SC+ but not SC- soleus compared with sedentary soleus, further supporting activation occurring soon after the end of exercise. In contrast, Myog+ nuclei
abundance did not change in SC+ after exercise but were more abundant in SC- soleus 24 h post exercise.
Of note, Myod1+ and Myog+ nuclei were found more often in type II and type I MyHC+ myonuclear clusters, respectively, than in satellite cells (Figure 3A). The paucity of nuclei expressing embryonic MyHC (<40)
or Myomaker (<4) across all samples suggested that, in both sedentary mice and after 4 weeks of exercise
training, there was minimal injury, regeneration, or satellite cell fusion (Millay et al., 2013, 2014, 2016).
The observation that Pax7+/Myf5- nuclei increased at 24 h post but not 4 h post exercise with minimal
fusion led us to hypothesize that exercise rejuvenates satellite cells through cycles of self-renewal that improves progenitor cell potential. As a readout for progenitor cell potential we calculated signal entropy by
quantifying the discordance between nuclear gene expression and known protein-protein interactions.
Higher cellular signal entropy is correlated with higher levels of potency (i.e., precursor/stem cells), and
lower entropy indicates lineage commitment (Banerji et al., 2013; Teschendorff and Enver, 2017; Teschendorff and Severini, 2010). We found an elevated level of signal entropy in the satellite cell clusters of the
exercised muscle compared with sedentary muscle at both time points post exercise (Figure 3D), indicating
that the 4 weeks of exercise training positively affected satellite cell ‘‘stemness.’’

DISCUSSION
We utilized an exercise training protocol and genetic tools to provide the first information on how satellite
cells affect nuclear adaptations to exercise at single nucleus resolution. We focused on the soleus in
contrast to previous studies that primarily focused on muscles with high abundance of type IIb MyHC
expression, which is not expressed in humans (Chemello et al., 2020; Dos Santos et al., 2020). The mouse
soleus contains high numbers of hybrid IIa/IIx+ in addition to type I+ myonuclei, similar to fiber type compositions found in humans (Murach et al., 2019). We found that myonuclei expressing one or more of the
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Figure 3. Satellite cells in the exercised muscle activate within the first 24 h of the end of the last bout of exercise
(A) Expression heatmap projected onto UMAP coordinates for satellite cell marker gene, Pax7, and key myogenic regulator factors, Myf5, Myod1, and Myog,
in sedentary and exercised soleus muscles in the presence (SC+) and absence (SC-) of satellite cells.
(B) Number of nuclei with expression of key genes in A.
(C) Number of nuclei in sedentary and satellite cell replete exercised soleus muscles with expression of Pax7, Myf5, or both, representing quiescent or
activated satellite cells.
(D) Box and whisker plot showing signal entropy estimates for the nuclei in the satellite cell clusters of sedentary and exercised satellite cell replete soleus
muscles calculated using discordance between transcript levels in each nucleus and known protein-protein interaction network. Higher signal entropy
suggests higher progenitor potential (i.e., stem cell potential). The whiskers indicate 1.5 times the interquartile range above and below the upper and the
lower quartiles, respectively. Each dot represents the signal entropy value for a single nucleus. 4wk trained samples come from animals subjected to 4 weeks
of daily voluntary weighted-wheel running. 4 and 24 h post indicate the amount of time after the wheel was locked at the end of the last bout of running. SC+
and SC- represent satellite cell replete and depleted muscle, respectively.

adult skeletal muscle MyHC genes (main myonuclear clusters) comprise most of the nuclei and only small
populations (<5%) of myonuclei are specialized in the expression of genes necessary for processes in the
post-synaptic regions and myo-tendinous junctions. Further sub-clustering of the diffusely clustered myotendinous junction myonuclei revealed heterogeneity partially consistent with the previous findings by Kim
and colleagues, who recently reported distinct sub-clusters of MTJ myonuclei in the tibialis anterior (TA)
muscle with and without injury (Kim et al., 2020). The MTJ-2 sub-cluster in our data shares similar marker
genes (Tigd4, Itgb1, and Pdzd2) as the MTJ-A in their report; however, the three other sub-clusters we
have found in the soleus and plantaris appear to be distinct from those found in the TA and may represent
differences among muscles. In addition, we found three subpopulations of unclassified myonuclei, one of
which expresses Meg3 and may be related to one of the four myonuclear subpopulations reported by Kim
and colleagues in the TA referred to as the ‘‘Rian+’’ cluster; however, the sizes of the unclassified subpopulations in our dataset were small, totaling less than 5% of all the myonuclei.
Although the main myonuclear clusters mostly express the same genes in sedentary mice, there is a subset
of type II myonuclei that express genes encoding components of the ribosome and electron transport
chain at a higher level compared with sarcomeric and cytoskeletal components or kinases. This observation
raises the possibility that myonuclei in the syncytium may coordinate division of labor by implementing
transcriptional programs to achieve specific functional outputs. In addition, GO terms for gene markers
of the main type I, IIa, and IIb clusters were enriched but had relatively low significance scores (–log10 of
adjusted p value <4). Thus, sedentary myonuclear transcription is relatively homogeneous, which supports
coordinated gene expression within the syncytium as previously reported (Dos Santos et al., 2020; Kim
et al., 2020; Petrany et al., 2020).
We identified numerous Myod1+ nuclei in both sedentary and exercise-trained muscles, with a preference
for type II MyHC+ clusters, especially the IIb cluster; this is consistent with previous studies demonstrating
Myod1 expression bias for type II fibers in adult muscle (Ekmark et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 1993, 1997).
Following 4 weeks of daily weighted wheel running in SC+ muscle there was an increase in Myod1+ nuclei
4 h after the last bout of exercise compared with sedentary control that was not seen in the SC- muscle.
Myod1 expression points to satellite cell activation, some of which could result in fusion to muscle fibers,
although myonuclear number is largely stabilized beyond 4 weeks of exercise training (Englund et al.,
2020a). By 24 h, we observed a 4-fold higher number of Pax7+ nuclei in SC+ muscle compared with the
sedentary control with a portion being Myf5-, suggesting a lack of myogenic lineage progression and return to quiescence. However, signal entropy for exercised satellite cells is elevated compared with sedentary control, providing some provocative evidence that quiescence in the exercise-trained muscle is
different, supporting the idea that exercise rejuvenates satellite cell progenitor potential as speculated
by some in the field (Chen et al., 2020). By cycling through activation and back into quiescence, satellite
cells may remove cellular waste and repair damage, thereby improving long-term viability (van Velthoven
and Rando, 2019). The transient activation of satellite cells may also facilitate their secretory communication to support exercise adaptation (Fry et al., 2017; Murach et al., 2020, 2021). We also observed higher
Pax7-/Myf5+ nuclei at 4 h post exercise with further increase at 24 h post exercise, which may be indicative
of lineage progression in some satellite cells. However, the low abundance of embryonic MyHC (Myh3)+
nuclei argues against a regenerative response. Very few Mymk+ nuclei in SC+ muscle further suggests
that fusion is not the main role for activated satellite cells at this stage of training, consistent with our recent
report (Englund et al., 2020a). Myog+ nuclei increased at 24 h in the SC- exercise-trained muscle compared
with the sedentary control. Myog+ nuclei are found in the type I myonuclear clusters, consistent with
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previous reports of its MyHC type affinity. Myogenin enrichment in myonuclei in SC- may represent a
compensatory role in promoting oxidative metabolism when myofibers fail to add new myonuclei (Hughes
et al., 1999; Meadows et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2013).
In the absence of SCs, trajectory analysis predicted the emergence of mixed-identity nuclei that became
most prominent 24 h after the cessation of exercise. We termed these nuclei ‘‘cryptic’’ owing to their elusive
transcription profile. Although these nuclei likely represent myonuclei as indicated by the presence of adult
MyHC genes, as well as Neb and Dmd in the list of expressed genes that define this cluster, the origin and
function of this subpopulation of nuclei require further experimental verification. Although certain multipotent cells, such as mesoangioblasts and pericytes, have been reported to possess myogenic potential (Ausems et al., 2019; Mavoungou et al., 2019; Messina et al., 2009), we are uncertain how much non-canonical
myogenesis occurs in the absence of SCs. We speculate that such contributions to the relatively large myonuclear population is limited considering the lack of evidence for high levels of fusion in our dataset and
minimal myonuclear addition in our exercise training model beyond the initial 4 weeks (Englund et al.,
2020a). Instead, a subset of the resident myonuclei may lose their canonical transcriptional identity as a
compensatory mechanism, part of a dynamic exercise cycle when satellite cells are absent. Anomalous myonuclear transcription could be indicative of myonuclear dysregulation or compensation in the absence of
satellite cells that could contribute to impaired long-term muscle adaptation (Englund et al., 2020b; Fry
et al., 2014, 2017). We observed an elevated density of nuclei in two FAP clusters of the exercised muscle
that is most prominent in the absence of satellite cells 24 h post exercise. This finding is consistent with our
previous work showing that activated satellite cells regulate the muscle microenvironment, independent of
fusion (Fry et al., 2017; Murach et al., 2018, 2020, 2021). Our data collectively support the idea that activated
satellite cells communicate with other cell types in skeletal muscle, including the myofiber, to facilitate an
optimal response to exercise.

Limitations of the study
The current study focused solely on nuclear transcription and does not represent changes at the protein
level. Therefore, our observations may represent transcriptional steady states or transient adaptations.
Owing to the endpoint nature of the analyses, we were unable to determine dynamic transcriptional
changes during exercise, and the time points post exercise we have chosen in the study may not be the
most optimal. Furthermore, the aberrant nuclear population that emerged after exercise training in the
absence of satellite cells appears to be heterogeneous and will require further experimental verification
of the RNA-seq data and detailed characterization to elucidate the function of this potentially novel nuclear
population.
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Data and code availability
All snRNA-seq datasets are uploaded to the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under the accession number
GSE162307 and can be downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under the BioProject number
PRJNA681403.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL DETAILS
Mice
All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with institutional guidelines for the care and use of
laboratory animals as approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University. Mice housed in a
humidity- and temperature-controlled facility, maintained on a 14:10 hour light-dark cycle with food and
water ad libitum. The adult skeletal muscle myonuclear specific GFP mouse (H2B-GFP) was generated
and treated as previously described (Iwata et al., 2018). The reverse tetracycline-controlled transactivator
(rtTA) under the control of the human skeletal actin (HSA) promoter was used to activate, in the presence of
doxycycline, the expression of a recombinant histone 2b (H2B) attached to an enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP) under the control of the tetracycline response element (TRE). The satellite cell specific conditional ablation mouse (Pax7-DTA) was generated and treated as previously described (McCarthy et al.,
2011). The Cre recombinase attached to the modified estrogen receptor (CreER(TM)) under the control
of the Pax7 promoter was induced in the presence of tamoxifen to translocate into the nucleus. Once in
the nucleus, the Cre recombinase targets the loxP sites flanking the stop cassette that prevented the
expression of Diphtheria Toxin A (DTA), thereby allowing DTA expression and causes cell death in satellite
cells.

Mouse treatment, progressive exercise training, and tissue Collection
H2B-GFP: a 6-month-old female H2B-GFP was administered doxycycline (0.5 mg/mL) in drinking water supplemented with 2% sucrose for 3 weeks. Soleus and plantaris muscles were collected after an overnight fast
upon completion of doxycycline treatment and prepared immediately for snRNA-seq.
Pax7-DTA: For snRNA-seq analysis, 4 female mice were randomly assigned to the 4-wk progressive
weighted wheel running vehicle treated (SC+) or tamoxifen treated (SC-) groups. Details of the training
regimen and outcomes were reported elsewhere (Englund et al., 2020a). Wheels were locked for 4 or 24
hours before sacrifice and mice were fasted during this period. The soleus muscle from one SC+ mouse
and one SC- mouse at each time point was excised and prepared immediately for snRNA-seq. Mice
from each group (SC+/SC-) were selected based on similarity in body weight and running volume over
the 4-wk protocol. All mice in the study were 6 months old at time of sacrifice. Preliminary analyses of
the 24 hours post training nuclei were recently reported (Englund et al., 2020a).

METHOD DETAILS
Nuclear isolation
Hindlimb muscles were harvested following euthanasia and nuclei were isolated using the biochemical protocol developed by (Cutler et al., 2017). Briefly, muscles were minced with scissors in homogenization
buffer (500 ml HEPES (1 M) 3 ml KCl (1 M) 250 ml spermidine (100 mM) 750 ml spermine tetrahydrochloride
(10 mM) 10 ml EDTA (10 mM) 250 ml EGTA (100 mM) 2.5 ml MgCl (100 mM) 5.13 g sucrose, Dounce homogenized on ice in homogenization buffer and passed through a 40 mm filter into sorting buffer. For the Pax7DTA soleus muscle samples, DAPI was added to label nuclei. Fluorescently labeled nuclei (DAPI+ or GFP+)
were purified via Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and collected in reverse transcription (RT)
buffer.

Library preparation and single-nucleus RNA sequencing
Nuclei were loaded into the 10X Chromium system using the Single Cell 3’ Reagent Kit v3 according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Following library construction, libraries were sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq
500 System at the University of Florida.

Bioinformatic analysis pipeline
Sequenced reads were converted to fastq format after demultiplexed using the ‘‘cellranger mkfastq’’ function and aligned to the reference mouse genome using Cell Ranger (v4.0.0) developed and maintained by
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10X Genomics. The reference genome for the mouse was downloaded from Ensembl (GRCm38.p6, release
101, repeat masked, RefSeq: GCA_000001635.8), which included the matching set of genome sequence
(FASTA) and gene annotations (GTF). A custom transcriptome reference was created by appending the sequences and annotations of the transgenes of interest to the downloaded FASTA and GTF files, respectively. The sequence for rtTA (Tet-On 3G) was obtained from Cloning vector pDXTR (GenBank:
MN_044710.1). The sequences for H2B-GFP, CreER(TM), and DTA were obtained from plasmid sequences
for pBABE-H2BGFP (Addgene: # 26790, 15028, 22677) (Coschi et al., 2010; Nam and Benezra, 2009), respectively. In order to accommodate the high levels of unspliced transcripts in the nucleus, a ‘‘pre-mRNA’’ transcriptome reference was created through a two-step process. First, the previously generated custom GTF
file was modified by converting gene labels from ‘‘transcript’’ to ‘‘exon’’ and appending the ‘‘_premrna’’ tag
to the original ‘‘transcript_id’’. Then, the modified GTF was used with the previously generated custom
FASTA file with the added transgenes to generate the ‘‘pre-mRNA’’ reference using the ‘‘cellranger mkref’’
function. Reads from the Cell Ranger FASTQ files were aligned to the custom ‘‘pre-mRNA: reference using
the ‘‘cellranger count’’ function.
The Cell Ranger alignment results in the form of filtered count matrices labeled with gene symbols and
nuclei barcodes were imported into R (v4.0.2) programming environment using Seurat (v3.2.2). A summary
table of quality control metrics are provided in Data S2. Only genes with non-zero expression in at least
three nuclei were retained for each sample. Quality control was performed by calculating the number of
unique genes per nucleus and the percent of extra-nuclear transcripts (i.e., mitochondrial-encoded genes)
and filtering out nuclei with less than 200 or greater than 3000 unique detected genes or with greater than
5% extra-nuclear genes. Due to variability in the percent of mitochondrial-encoded genes and number of
unique genes per nucleus, these two variables along with the read depth were used as covariates in the
SCTransform function, which applied the regularized negative binomial regression on 3000 variable genes
per dataset to normalize and scale the UMI count data (Hafemeister and Satija, 2019). Dimensionality
reduction was performed using principal component analysis, and the first 50 principal components
were used to construct the Shared Nearest Neighbor (SNN) graph (Butler et al., 2018). Unbiased clustering
was performed with a resolution set to 1 using the FindClusters function which employs the Louvain algorithm. Non-linear dimension reduction using the first 50 principal components was achieved by the
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) technique to visualize nuclear gene expression
in 2-dimentional space.
Integration of six datasets (sedentary soleus (GEO: GSE147127), sedentary soleus and plantaris, exercised
SC+ and SC- soleus at 4 and 24 hours after the last bout of exercise) was achieved using Harmony (Korsunsky et al., 2019). Briefly, spliced and unspliced RNA reads were extracted from the Cell Ranger alignment
results using the velocyto (v0.17.17) command line python tool (La Manno et al., 2018) with inputs being the
custom FASTA and GFT files that included the transgenes. The ‘‘.loom’’ output of from velocyto was
analyzed using scvelo (v0.2.2), scanpy (v1.6.1.dev48+g256f5944), and anndata (v0.7.5.dev13+g77a633c) python packages (Bergen et al., 2020; Wolf et al., 2018). Quality control and normalization were performed on
each dataset the same way as described above for Seurat with the exception that SCTransform was not
available in scanpy. Instead, a simple linear regression similar to a previous version of Seurat’s ‘‘regressOut’’ function was applied. Harmony integration using the ‘‘harmonypy’’ implementation was performed
with a maximum of 25 iterations, achieving convergence after 7 iterations. Neighbors graph was constructed using the harmony correction with local neighborhood size set to 30 and using the first 50 principal
components. Unbiased clustering was performed on the combined and corrected dataset after integration
using the Leiden algorithm (Traag et al., 2019). Partition-based graph abstraction (PAGA) positions were
computed after Leiden clustering and UMAP embedding of the neighborhood graph was initialized using
the PAGA positions (Wolf et al., 2019). For RNA velocity calculations, the first- and second-order moments
were first computed using the Harmony corrected neighbor graph followed by recovery of transcriptional
dynamics and finally, RNA velocities were computed using the ‘‘dynamical’’ mode and subsequently
adjusted for differences in transcriptional kinetics among various cell types. Importantly, for snRNA-seq
data, cellular RNA degradation was assumed to be replaced by nuclear export. RNA velocity pseudotime
was subsequently used as priors to correct PAGA connectivity for each dataset.
Signaling entropy was estimated using the ‘‘CompCCAT’’ (Correlation of Connectome and Transcriptome)
function from the SCENT (v1.0.2) R package using the protein-protein interaction network ‘‘net17Jan16.m’’
provided by the package. We used CCAT instead of the actual signaling entropy rates because the
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computation of CCAT is much more efficient and thus is amenable to be used on the large datasets such as
snRNA-seq from multiple experiments. The signaling entropy rate has been used as a proxy to determine
the differential potential of single cells (Teschendorff and Enver, 2017; Teschendorff and Severini, 2010).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Gene expression signatures for each nuclear cluster was determined using the ‘‘FindAllMarkers’’ function in
Seurat or the ‘‘tl.rank_genes_groups’’ function in scanpy, both of which performs the Wilcoxon Rank Sum
test to determine significantly (adjusted p < 0.05) differentially expressed gene computed using the log
normalized read counts. Seurat default parameters included additional filters for a minimum natural log
fold difference of 0.25 (~28% difference) and a minimum expression in 25% of nuclei in that cluster. Clusters
with marker genes that include Myh7, Myh2, Myh4, or Myh1 were classified as Type I, IIa, IIb, or IIx myonuclei. Clusters with markers genes that include a combination of one or more of these MyHC genes were
classified accordingly as hybrid myonuclear clusters. Clusters without one of the MyHC genes as a marker
were deemed as ‘‘Non-MyHC’’.
Differential gene expression analyses among datasets and among subsets within datasets were performed
using the limma (v3.44.3) R package (Ritchie et al., 2015). We chose this package because previous studies
report consistent performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and rediscovery rates for limma compared
to numerous other available packages (Mou et al., 2019; Soneson and Robinson, 2018). Read counts were
extracted from Seurat objects using the ‘‘GetAssayData’’ function and lowly expressed genes (total expression across all nuclei < 50 or having non-zero expression in fewer than 10 nuclei) were removed from analysis improve specificity because previous studies have found that too many lowly expressed genes
contribute to increased false discovery (Soneson and Robinson, 2018). In the sedentary plantaris and soleus
dataset, we filtered out lowly expressed genes and tested for statistical significance using an empirical
Bayes prior trend model.
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